Product Brief

Reporting and Decision Support
ClinicTracker Reporting lets you produce reports effortlessly

Need to generate a report
using clinical data? Chances
are ClinicTracker already has
it prestored! If not, you can
build it in just minutes.

Instant access to hundreds of stock reports
Over the years we’ve designed a remarkable number of detailed reports for clinic
directors and managers who have needed them to track operations, respond to
regulatory requirements, and boost clinic efficiency. Some of them address routine
questions: How many appointments did each of our programs generate over a
date range? How many of our clients are prescribed a certain medication? Can
I get a listing of the caseload for each clinician? How about a report that shows
the extent to which our no-show rate fluctuates by month? Or a listing of all the
appointments that are missing a written Progress Note? We’ve also been asked to
create reports that drill down to the smallest details of a program’s operations.
The end result is that we have built hundreds of
valuable reports into ClinicTracker using Crystal
Reports, an industry standard reporting tool. All of
these reports are at your disposal with the click of a
button.

There are various ways to export a report once it is created.
These options include, PDF, CSV, RTF, and more.

Can’t find the exact report you need? No problem.
You have two options:
Option #1:
Ask us! If you can identify an existing report that provides nearly all the
information you need, but perhaps needs a minor modification, our customer
support agents may be able to adjust the report to meet your needs.
Option #2:
Create your own reports using the ClinicTracker Report Builder. We
designed it to give you complete control over the content and design of a
report without having to rely on a programmer (or know anything about
programming). Anyone can create and customize a report in minutes. Build
reports based on current templates that come with ClinicTracker or forms
you might create with our Custom Form Builder utility.

A wide spectrum of useful reports
Reporting categories include:
• Patient Populations

• Clinic Productivity

• Staff Productivity

• Clinic Statistics

• Intake Process

• Compliance Information

• Financials

• Appointment History

• Aging

• And many more
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Instant benefits:
• Over 200 built-in reports allow you to institute a high level of accountability
across the breadth of your clinical operation
• Monitor compliance status in real time
• Improve operational efficiency by close tracking of key metrics
• Boost your profitability with accurate information
• Enhance decision making with easy access to the data you need
• Increase staff productivity by monitoring caseloads
• Eliminate the hassle and cost associated with printing and storing paper reports

Small sample of reports already built into ClinicTracker:
PATIENT REPORTS
• Patient Listing

• Patients by Insurer

• Patient Groups & Sub Groups

• Encounters by Service

• Follow-Up Clinician Listing

• Historical Caseload

STAFF REPORTS
• General Staff Information

• Supervisors and Clinicians

• Clinician Caseload by Supervisor

• Insurers by Clinician

• Clinician Reports

• Supervisor Reports

ADMINISTRATIVE REPORTS
• Compliance Report

• Late Compliance Materials

• Missing/Unsigned Progress Notes

• Unsigned Paperwork

• Completed Paperwork

• Recent Discharge Summaries
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INTAKE INFORMATION
• Intake Reports by Date Entered

• Intake Reports by Admission Date

• Intake Risk Screening

• Intakes by Clinician

• Intakes by Referral Source

• Waiting List Report

CLINIC PRODUCTIVITY
• Missed Appointments

• Appointments by Location

• Discharge Report

• Rating Scale Data

• Medication Compliance

• Patients Not Recently Seen

Executive Dashboard
Combine the standard ClinicTracker reporting capabilities with our new Executive
Dashboard tool for tracking key clinic metrics in real time. Set goals, view progress,
and create presentations for board meetings. Use our built-in metrics or track clinical
information of your choice!

Improve productivity and support your business intelligence needs with this powerful
system.
For more information about how this flexible utility can benefit your practice, contact us
at 315.633.4240 or hello@ClinicTracker.com
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